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USB Type C Feature

Bringing Next-Generation USB Power Delivery to
Vehicles
With the widespread adoption and use of portable electronics, it is becoming
increasingly important for users to be able to charge their devices in their cars
while they drive. The power delivery feature of USB makes device charging
extremely convenient for users. In addition, USB’s high data rate enables next-
generation infotainment systems to support a wide range of in-vehicle
capabilities such as audio playback, screen and app sharing, data connectivity,
and many others.
Read more

 

RISC-V and IAR SYSTEMS and RV32E NEWS
IAR Systems Updates RISC-V Development Tools with Support for
RV32E, Atomic Operations
IAR Systems, a supplier of software tools and services for embedded
development, released a new version of the toolchain IAR Embedded
Workbench for RISC-V.
Read more
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WEARABLE DEVICES NEWS
Diodes Inc's Enhanced Sounder Driver Serves Smaller Smart Sensors
and Wearables
Diodes Incorporated released an enhanced version of its sounder driver for
small and portable devices. The PAM8904E can support both single-ended
and differential output modes with minimal external components. 
Read more
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C/C++, AUTOSAR, and AI NEWS
Release of Parasoft C/C++test Enabling Organizations Adopt AUTOSAR
C++14 Standard
Parasoft, an automated software testing company, announced the release of
Parasoft C/C++test, the unified C and C++ development testing solution for
enterprise and embedded applications.
Read more
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Help for embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) design engineers to
efficiently identify evaluation kits for system prototyping.
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PRECISION BATTERY MANAGEMENT and ELECTRIC VEHICLES FEATURE

Rimac Chooses Analog Devices to Enable
Precision Battery Management in High
Performance Electric Vehicles
Analog Devices Inc., (ADI), offering precision battery management integrated
circuits (ICs) that serve multiple cell configurations and battery types,
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announced that Rimac Automobili plans to incorporate ADI's precision battery
management system (BMS) ICs into Rimac's BMS.
Read More
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